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Introduction: Who can tolerate hypergravity?

Blue 2012: Higher greyout tolerance of older participants



QUESTION:

3

WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM G-FORCE 
THAT A RELAXED SUBJECT CAN 
TOLERATE?
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Fluid-structure interactions -> wave propagation of blood flow
★ each unit is simple: 

○ each artery/vein is modeled as a deformable cylinder
○ each junction is a star valve model

★ the whole is quite complex -> analytically unsolvable, one 
simulation requires a supercomputer !

○ all 171 veins and 55 arteries require solving a system of partial 
differential equations & valve junction system

○ heart compartment requires solving a system of ODEs

➔ accurate measurement of the length, proximal and distal radii of each 
artery & vein that are needed for model on a statistically significant 
number of subjects is infeasible
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Introduction

Blue 2012: Higher greyout tolerance of older participants (vascular compliance)?
2013: Postflight orthostatic intolerance
Gallo 2020: Cardiovascular deconditioning via multiscale modeling
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CARDIAC CIRCULATION MODEL
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IDEALIZED CONTROLLER: STEADY STATE
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heart to seat

https://www.nagwa.com/

lower circulation

eye to heart

Gz

constant 
systolic BP

assume ANS adjusts HR and 
reserve volume
to keep SBP constant

variable 
reserve volume

upper circulation

SELECTED INPUTS
- vascular/ventricular compliance
- arterial resistance (cardiac output)
- heights (head-heart, heart-seat)
- (hyper)gravity

variable 
HR

thorax



SAMPLE FOOTER TEXT

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
idealized controller, steady state model

➔ steady state: no change over time (equilibrium state)

➔ idealized: body can make any adjustment to the control 
variables (HR, reserve volume)

➔ two compartment model: baroreceptors in aortic arch and 
carotid artery -> in aggregate upper body

➔ linear assumptions: CVP, pressure-volume, 
flow-resistance, pressure-density

➔ relaxed state: no valsalva or AGSM

implicit modeling of control mechanisms for HR, BP
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heart to seat

eye to heart



EQUATIONS (SELECTED)

Heart Rate Cardiac Output

Reserve Volume



ULTRASOUND
Custom Parameters
for Study Subject

height: 66 cm
eye-heart: 32 cm
heart-seat: 42 cm
BP: 108/68, HR: 53
MAP: 81.3
systemic arterial resistance: 
16.49-20.02 mm / (L/min)
blood volume: 3.7 L +/- 10% 
(sweat loss)
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Ultrasound: John Davis, BA
UTMB School of Public and Population Health

CVP: Est 3 mm Hg

Cardiac Output: CO = SV * HR



RESULTS: Maximum G-TOLERANCE WITHOUT STRAIN



RESULTS

Nair, R. & Lamaa, N. Pulmonary Capillary Wedge Pressure. in StatPearls 

>65 y
21-29

50-64



RESULTS

Hypertension 32, 565–569 (1998).



RESULTS:
Total Blood 
Volume Change



RESULTS: Predicted Max G-Tolerance with height, compliance

larger head-heart distance decreases g tolerance lower arterial compliance has greater effect on ability to 
cope with change in g

model behavior is in-line with our physiological expectations



Conclusions

Successful personalized prediction of 
G-tolerance

Obtain ultrasound on other subjects
Estimate arterial compliance
Estimate parameters based on age, risk 
factors, etc.
Validate calculator for max G-tolerance on 
multiple subjects

Next Steps:
- Validate with larger data set
- Dynamic (not steady-state) model
- Clinical applications?
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SAMPLE FOOTER TEXT

EQUATIONS
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CARDIAC CIRCULATION MODEL
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Ppa
Ppv

Psa

Rp

Rs

QL
QR

RV

RA

LA

LV

Rsv

Qp

Qs

Psv



SAMPLE FOOTER TEXT

CASES

Thoracic Pressure Difference
Case I: partial collapse of the veins
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linear model

➔ most all biological processes are non-linear. However we have good linear 
approximations for many of them. In particular central venous pressure below the 
heart is well approximated by a linear equation:

➔ In our model, pressure-volume equations, flow-resistance, and pressure-density 
equations are all approximated by reasonable linear assumptions.

➔ given that we do not model or approximate muscle contraction, this model cannot 
currently model valsalva. However we can model intra-thoracic strain by changing 
the value of the intra-thoracic pressure

SAMPLE FOOTER TEXT

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
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reference: Zhang, Xiancheng, et al. "Gravitational effects on global hemodynamics in different postures: A closed-loop multiscale mathematical analysis." Acta 
Mechanica Sinica 33.3 (2017): 595-618.



implicit control

➔ the control of the upper systemic arterial pressure,          
and the pressure difference that stretches the wall 
of the right atrium, is affected by the effector variables F and 
Vt0, the heart rate and total reserve volume

➔ Mathematically this model does not place any limit on F, ie 
the mathematical equations are defined for any F and VT0. 
In order to make this useable as a medical tool, we need to 
add conditional statements in the code in order to keep F 
and VT0 in a reasonable range for a given patient

➔ the implicit nature of this controller means that we do not 
explicitly model the afferent and efferent signals that mediate 
heart rate, and blood pressure. This makes the model more 
interpretable.

SAMPLE FOOTER TEXT

MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
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controlled

may want a better visual!


